
Subject:  From Allied Committee of South East Asian information on China intervention to 
American voters 
 
The following information is shared with US Government for the purpose of corroborating 
other intelligence received on the CCP’s interference with US National Elections.  Please advise 
us if you have need of additional information on this subject matter, or if there are any points 
of clarification required.    
 
1.  To affect voting behaviors and change its course of American voting decisions cannot be 
done by technical experts’ support, but mostly and mainly by influencing the information 
setting within America environment.  
 
2.  China, PRC or an third-party can never affect the American election with any guaranteed 
expected result. However, PRC may still damage American election by mass media outlets to 
effectively persuade and strongly agitate voting audiences thru its massive grey campaigns of 
semi-fake news. Semi fake news, utilized by the CCP’s 2nd Bureau, means half fake-half true 
mixed up news to make them more believable and accountable. In reality, the whole American 
election system may have its result depending on only 3 to 5 key swing states.  These key swing 
states are the primary targets of PRC. 
 
3. From our SEA info center, especially from Singapore and Vietnam joint resources, we have 
certain information to allow us to believe that: 
 

A. China PRC will utilize its 700 to 800 trained professional experts in the PLA belonging 
to the Second Bureau in charge of espionage counter- espionage and security intel & 
disinformation and languages management.  These have been segregated to operate at 
stations in Shanghai and Shenzhen. 
 
B.  These experts in the Second Bureau possess at least 2000 servers, and 700 to 800 
professional agents working full time for their propaganda agenda on key events. 
 
C. One of their agenda items is the American election event which they have been 
focusing on and will concentrate on a few days before Election day, November 3. 
 
D.  Remember that Second Bureau of PLA is direct controlled by Department 3, which 
has been commissioned by PLA to counter USA’s NSA using its expertise on 
Disinformation and Foreign Languages department.  

 
4. Their techniques are quite simple and traditional. 
 

A.   Provoking, providing, propagating and then releasing many specific fake messages, 
news, disinformation en mass to encourage Republican voters staying in home on 
Election day. 



B.   Accomplish this by advising them with semi-fake information like: 
      *Corona virus just spreading out again on Nov 3 

*Shooting accidents, mass murders taking place, bomb threats 
*Broken ballot machines 
*Trump death by assassination 
*Trump top members quitting to change sides due to Trump broken promises 

C.   The intent is to magnify the Fear Factor to confuse the majority of older voters who 
are inclined to support Trump.  If these voters stay safely at home, then it is feasible to 
disable them participating in voting.  This can generate negative domino effect on other 
areas quickly within 1 to 2 days ahead of election day.   This will have an irreversible 
effect within its limited timeframe. 
 
 

5. Thus, the Second Bureau also commands its members' efforts to attempt mostly on 
paralyzing Trump campaign websites and deactivate it system on-line within 2 to 3 days in 
advance of election.  This is for the purpose of causing maximum unpredictable damage.  These 
above tactics are being well prepared to activate on its calculated timing set to be “not too 
early nor too late”. 
 
Note:  Second Bureau, one of a dozen bureaus of PLA with its 150,000 members with close to 
2000 servers used by 25 agencies of this bureau. 700 to 800 members of these teams were 
specifically trained in expertise to master technical disinformation and software and language 
manipulation. 
 
To execute the PRC intervention and injection of influences on Trump’s campaign on final days: 
 
The Second Bureau has chosen its schedule to set up critical plan to deactivate and break down 
Trump’s campaign in its final stage 2 to 3 days ahead of Election day, Nov 3.   It will ensure the 
whole digital and website system of Trump’s campaign is paralyzed, and that voters are 
receiving only disinformation that discourage Trump voters to not participate on voting day. 
 
To further panic and additionally confuse these voters, the Second Bureau of PLA has been well 
preparing to ensure the whole world is captivated by all international headline news with only 
negative effects by made-up fake election result polls in advance which will be doctored up 
with predictions on Trump loss on election day. 
 
The international news of the poll prediction on Trump’s lost election then will be out to 
international communities, public, voters, different mass media outlets , later, 
will be aggressively published in repeated simultaneous sequences by credible news agencies: 
 
New York Times, Washington post, WALL Street journal, UK telegraph , CNN, BBC, RFI, and 
finally China Daily . 
. 
More than 45 other major news agencies, TV and radio stations will participate in coordination 



en mass to recap the fake loss election result of Trump.  Most of these major news agencies 
supporting Democratic party are the same left wing of CCP grey propaganda to promote all 
various public violent demands from BLM with Antifa to downgrade Republican party policy for 
past few months. 
 
Remember, these action schemes may be taking place by the third week of Oct and vigorously 
bombarding public media with CCP’s grand scheme 2 to 3 days before Nov 3 2020.  This will 
leave no more time for Trump counter-action. 
 
So, from beginning stage. PRC borrowed the banner of Democratic party joined secretly 
together to generate Semi Fake news then step by step, from Semi fake news. They will make 
these more believable to public and become deep fake news which is very difficult or even 
impossible for public population able distinguish from deep fake news to real news.  Once, 
deep fake news to become real news. Then PRC can stretch the real news further to become 
reality that will and may dictate the public acceptance for this reality before the dawn of 
election day. 
 
Imagine that When and If Trump campaign paralyzed by Second bureau and unable to respond 
to public anger and panic en mass ....then this is not very far from dooms day to our history and 
our survival of social justice. 
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